
It is the best way to make road transport safer if vehicle drivers take the driving 

test each year. To what extent do you agree or disagree？ (5.08) 

 

Many claim that the most effective measure to better secure road traffic safety is to allow force 

drivers to pass the test ofa driving license test every year. I somewhat agree with this sentiment 

because the an annual test can would improve the driving skills of the driver and prohibit 

unsuitable unsafe drivers; hHowever, there are exceptions where yearly testing is not ashould not 

be a must.   

 

The main reason why I believe the annual driving test can promote transport safety is that it will 

urge vehicle operatorsmotorists to improve their driving skills each year. This is crucial to road 

safety. A salient example of this can be seen in a comparison between car drivers and truck 

drivers in countries like China, where truckers are required to take the driving test yearly while 

car drivers only need only applyonce every six years, resulting in more accidents for cars over 

trucks.     

 

In addition, I also feel that incapable less capable drivers threatening road safety can be sorted 

outeliminated through yearly testing. Particularly those who are physically unhealthy are 

unsuitable to drive anymore any longer and will be a real danger to other traffic 

participantspublic safety. For example, people suffering from heart attacks and cardiovascular 

disease might risk getting ill while drivingpose risks while driving. Only healthy drivers who are 

naturally energetic and passionate would be able to pass the yearly testing on health conditions.    

 

However, I am receptive to the argument disputing the aforementioned logic that it is a waste of 

time and money to force all citizens to take the test. There are situations where annual driving 

testing tests is not a necessity. For instance, it is more justifiable and realistic to take the test 

every five to ten years for young people under the age of 50 because of their good health.  

 

In conclusion, I reiterate my partial agreement that annual driving testing contributes to the 

safety of road transportation because it not only enhances driving skills but also reduces 

unhealthy the likelihood of unsafe drivers; and both of these are beneficial to traffic safety. 

However, young people under 50 are should be exceptions to this testpolicy.          

 

Task achievement: 7 
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Vocabulary: 7 

Grammar: 7 
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